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Providing for Retirement
What is a pension?
Income to live on later in life

1.  Social insurance – no poverty – State role
2.  Savings vehicle – Private sector role

National Insurance pension – prevent poverty
Private savings – provide additional income
UK has had brilliant retirement savings culture
More in funded pensions than rest of Europe put 
together
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UK Pension model
Needed so much in private pensions to make up for a 
low state pension
UK model based on continuous cuts in NI pension -
private pensions to fill the gap
Last 30 years, employers provided pension schemes, 
then personal pensions since 1988
Contracting out, to reduce state pension costs

Costs £11bn pa – unique to UK
Privatising social security rights and gambling them 
on the employer or the markets
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Pension crisis–UK model failed
Private funded pensions expected to deliver social 
welfare and investment functions
Social insurance and investment roles of pensions 
confused
State forcing private sector to ‘self insure’
Costs and risks of private pensions too high
Private pensions have failed to offset state pension 
cuts – contracting out not delivered good pensions, 
scandals, losses
Half population rely on State – millions in poverty
Not just those without pensions…
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Some people saved all their 
lives and trusted the system

People are demonstrating outside – saved all their lives
Believed and trusted our system - lives destroyed 
Even the Guaranteed Minimum Pension has not 
materialised - neither ‘guaranteed’ or ‘minimum’!
Their contributions taken away by law for other people

Who will trust pensions in future? 
COMPENSATION ESSENTIAL – NOT A BIT OF ASSISTANCE
Belatedly realised private employers forced to do too much

Privatising social welfare too risky, impact of failure bad
This became part of basic social insurance rights

Company schemes closing or failing
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Can we rely on employers?
At the moment, individuals don’t trust pensions
Employers pulling out
Why should employers provide pensions?
Average job tenure 5 years, what is rationale for 
employers to provide final salary pension to replace social 
welfare?
Individuals can’t afford to save, employers pulling out
Only half the population have private pension
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Last few years, Government 
forced to act

Recognised state pensions been cut too far
Women particularly penalised

Private pension depends on waged work, so does 
NI pension

Introduced pension credit to ‘target’ means tested 
benefit on poorer pensioners - HALF
This does help today’s pensioners BUT
Sets up vicious circle of disincentives, undermines 
private pensions - Pension credit penalises private 
pensions by at least 40% - up to 100%
Pensions no longer ‘suitable’ for mass market
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Compulsion politically 
dangerous 

Potential mis-selling scandal if Pension Credit stays
Without advice, would be mis-buying, which is worse
Stealth tax – some forced to over-save, borrow to 
offset?
Government blamed if investments go wrong
So what are the alternatives?

Must leave people choice to opt out – auto enrol
Put some of annual pay rises into pension

Simplification and informed choice – core strategy
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Informed choice and 
simplification not enough

Government introduced stakeholder, lower charges, 
decision trees, but no advice and no new incentives
Policy addressing supply side, not demand
Informed choice and cheap products won’t work
Simplification great for top earners who don’t need 
pension
Need incentives for employers and individuals

Tax relief regressive, inefficient, opaque
Matching payments, employer rewards
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How can we encourage people to 
provide for their retirement?

Clarify State pension system – clear division
State: welfare role + Private sector: savings role

Citizen’s pension, start age tied to longevity
Merge BSP and S2P and end contracting out

End pension credit and mass means test
Encourage workplace provision
Compensate those who did all the right things and 
put their trust in the system – trust, honesty
Restore confidence in pensions policy
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Rethinking retirement
Pensions alone cannot solve pensions crisis
Pensions meant to last 5 or 10 years, trying to live on 
them for decades – what a waste!
Retirement a ‘process’ not an ‘event’
New phase of life – part time working

Pensions supplement earnings, not replace
No fixed retirement age – flexibility
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Conclusions
Radical pension reform urgently required

Clarify state role in social welfare, merge BSP/S2P
Citizen’s pension, no means testing

Private pensions provide investment vehicles
Employers to facilitate economies of scale 
Need proper incentives to help the half of population 
who have no pension
Compensation for those whose lives destroyed
Trust, honesty - make it safe to sell pensions
Bring policy into 21st Century


